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A B S T R A C T 

Radiative feedback from massive Population III (Pop III) stars in the form of ionizing and photodissociating photons is widely 

believed to play a central role in shutting off accretion on to these stars. Understanding whether and how this occurs is vital 
for predicting the final masses reached by these stars and the form of the Pop III stellar initial mass function. To help us better 
understand the impact of UV radiation from massive Pop III stars on the gas surrounding them, we carry out high-resolution 

simulations of the formation and early evolution of these stars, using the AREPO moving-mesh code coupled with the innov ati ve 
radiative transfer module SPRAI . Contrary to most previous results, we find that the ionizing radiation from these stars is trapped 

in the dense accretion disc surrounding them. Consequently, the inclusion of radiative feedback has no significant impact on 

either the number or the total mass of protostars formed during the 20 kyr period that we simulate. We show that the reason that 
we obtain qualitatively different results from previous studies of Pop III stellar feedback lies in how the radiation is injected into 

the simulation. H II region trapping only occurs if the photons are injected on scales smaller than the local scale height of the 
accretion disc, a criterion not fulfilled in previous 3D simulations of this process. Finally, we speculate as to whether outflows 
driven by the magnetic field or by Lyman- α radiation pressure may be able to clear enough gas away from the star to allow the 
H II region to escape from the disc. 

K ey words: radiati ve transfer – stars: evolution – stars: Population III. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he appearance of the first stars ended the so-called ‘dark ages’ of
ur Universe (Loeb 2010 ). They played a key role in cosmic metal
nrichment and reionization, thereby shaping the galaxies and their
nternal properties as we see them today. In order to study the impact
f the first generations of stars, the so-called Population III (or Pop
II for short), on subsequent cosmic e volution we need to kno w
hen and where they form, and how many to expect. We also need to
etter understand the physical processes that control their initial mass
unction (IMF) and multiplicity. These are the primary parameters
hat determine the spectral energy distribution of the stellar radiation
eld, the amount and composition of heavy elements produced, and

he energy and momentum carried away by winds and eventually by
uperno va e xplosions. 

Population III stars form by gravitational collapse of truly metal-
ree primordial gas that is accumulated in the potential wells of
ark matter haloes. Population III star formation is expected to
egin at redshifts z � 30 and to reach a peak at z ∼ 15–20 (see
.g. Hummel et al. 2012 ; Magg et al. 2016 ). Although the o v erall
osmic star formation rate continues to increase at lower redshifts
Madau, Haardt & Dotti 2014 ), the rate at which metal-free stars
 E-mail: glo v er@uni-heidelberg.de 

2  

M  
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Pub
orm declines at later times as gas that is not enriched by supernova
jecta becomes increasingly rare (Bromm & Larson 2004 ; Yoshida,
osokawa & Omukai 2012 ; Bromm 2013 ; Glo v er 2013 ; Klessen
018 ). Early studies of Pop III star formation predicted that only one
 xtremely massiv e star with M > 100 M � should form in each dark
atter halo (Omukai 2001 ; Abel, Bryan & Norman 2002 ; Bromm,
oppi & Larson 2002 ; O’Shea & Norman 2007 ). With the ever-

ncreasing capabilities of modern supercomputers, ho we ver, this
ituation has changed, and more recent investigations and numerical
imulations lead to the conclusion that fragmentation is a widespread
henomenon in first star formation (Clark et al. 2011b ; Greif et al.
012 ). We no w belie ve that most Pop III stars form as members of
ultiple stellar systems with a wide range of separations and mass

atios (Turk, Abel & O’Shea 2009 ; Smith et al. 2011 ; Clark et al.
011a ; Greif et al. 2011a ; Stacy & Bromm 2013 ). This raises the
uestion of whether these fragments survive or merge together. As
et, there is no convincing answer to this question because all existing
nalytic or numerical models either deal with restricted geometry,
nly include a subset of the rele v ant physical processes, or only
o v er the initial phase of the o v erall evolution. Studies that do include
adiative feedback (Omukai & Inutsuka 2002 ; McKee & Tan 2008 ;
irano et al. 2014 , 2015 ; Hosokawa et al. 2016 ; Stacy, Bromm & Lee
016 ; Sugimura et al. 2020 ), magnetic fields (Machida et al. 2006 ;
achida, Matsumoto & Inutsuka 2008 ; Schleicher et al. 2009 ; Sur

t al. 2010 , 2012 ; Turk et al. 2012 ; Schober et al. 2012a , b ; Bovino,
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chleicher & Schober 2013 ; Sharda, Federrath & Krumholz 2020 ; 
harda et al. 2021 ), dark matter annihilation (Smith et al. 2012 ;
tacy et al. 2014 ), as well as the primordial streaming velocities
Tseliakhovich & Hirata 2010 ; Maio, Koopmans & Ciardi 2011 ; 
tacy, Bromm & Loeb 2011 ; Greif et al. 2011a ; Schauer et al. 2019 )
dd to this complexity. 

In this paper, we study the impact of radiative feedback on the
ormation of the first stars, with specific emphasis on resolving the 
mmediate vicinity of the assembling stars with very high resolution. 
ince the protostellar Kelvin–Helmholtz contraction time decreases 
apidly with increasing stellar mass, massive stars enter the hydrogen 
urning main sequence while still accreting (Zinnecker & Yorke 
007 ; Maeder & Meynet 2012 ). The resulting stellar parameters 
trongly depend on the details of the mass growth history, stressing
gain the importance of properly resolving the accretion flow on to 
he protostar in numerical simulations. In the low-mass haloes inves- 
igated here, with typical accretion rates below Ṁ ≈ 10 −3 M � yr −1 , 
he resulting Pop III stars are compact and very hot at their surface
Hosokawa & Omukai 2009 ; Hosokaw a, York e & Omukai 2010 ;
osokawa et al. 2012 ). They emit large numbers of Lyman–Werner 

nd ionizing photons (Schaerer 2002 ) that can significantly influence 
heir birth environment through the mechanisms that we discuss in 
ection 2.3 . Consequently, the question of how long the resulting H II

egions (volumes of gas containing ionized hydrogen) remain small 
nd compact, and when or whether they break out of the parental
alo, is crucial for our understanding of how they might affect stellar
irth in neighbouring haloes. Many aspects of this problem have 
een addressed, for example, by Kitayama et al. ( 2004 ), Whalen,
bel & Norman ( 2004 ), Alvarez, Bromm & Shapiro ( 2006 ), Abel,
ise & Bryan ( 2007 ), Yoshida et al. ( 2007 ), Greif et al. ( 2008 ), Wise

t al. 2012a , b ) , or Jeon et al. ( 2014 ). Here, we focus on the impact of
adiative feedback on the immediate birth environment of the star. 

When studying this problem in primordial star formation, we 
an seek guidance from models of stellar birth at the present 
ay. Radiation hydrodynamic simulations in 2D and 3D (Yorke & 

onnhalter 2002 ; Krumholz et al. 2009 ; Kuiper et al. 2010 , 2011 ;
eters et al. 2010 , 2011 ; Commer c ¸on, Hennebelle & Henning 2011 ;
osen et al. 2016 ) demonstrate that once a protostellar accretion 
isc has formed, it quickly becomes gravitationally unstable and so 
aterial in the disc mid-plane flows inwards along dense filaments, 
hereas radiation escapes through optically thin channels abo v e the 
isc. Even ionized material can be accreted, if the accretion flow 

s strong enough (K eto 2007 ). Radiati ve feedback is thought not to
e able to shut off the accretion flow on to massive stars. Instead,
t is the dynamical evolution of the disc material that controls the

ass growth of individual protostars. Accretion on to the central 
bject is shut off by the fragmentation of the disc and the formation
f lower mass companions which intercept inward-moving material 
see e.g. Girichidis et al. 2012 ). This requires 3D simulations, since
he fragmentation process is not properly captured in 2D. 

Due to the lack of metals and dust, the accretion discs around Pop
II stars can cool less efficiently and are much hotter than present-
ay protostellar accretion discs (Tan & McKee 2004 ; Glo v er 2005 ).
imilarly, the stellar radiation field couples less efficiently to the 
urroundings because the opacities are smaller (Glo v er 2011 ). It
s, thus, not clear how well the abo v e results can be transferred to
he primordial case. Radiation hydrodynamic simulations in 2D, for 
 xample, hav e been presented by Hosokawa et al. ( 2011 ), Hirano
t al. ( 2014 , 2015 ). The y find that radiativ e feedback can indeed
top stellar mass growth and blow away the accretion disc, resulting
n large H II regions that break out of the parental halo. They also
eport final stellar masses in the range from a few 10 M � up to
bout 1000 M �. Ho we ver, these calculations cannot capture disc
ragmentation and the formation of multiple stellar systems. Three- 
imensional calculations have been reported by Stacy, Greif & 

romm ( 2012 ), Susa ( 2013 ), Susa, Hase ga wa & Tominaga ( 2014 ),
osoka wa et al. ( 2016 ), Stac y et al. ( 2016 ), and Sugimura et al.

 2020 ). These studies find widespread fragmentation, again with 
 wide range of stellar masses down to ∼1 M �. Again, they find
hat H II regions eventually break out and grow extremely large.
o we ver, a significant limitation of all of these 3D studies is the
hysical resolution achieved in the vicinity of the massive star. This
anges from ∼10–50 au, which is significantly larger than the scale
eight of the protostellar accretion disc close to the star. Therefore,
one of these existing calculations properly represents the interaction 
etween the ionizing radiation and the inner disc 

Our goal here is to impro v e on these earlier studies by simulating
he formation of massive Pop III stars with sufficient resolution 
o follow the interaction between the ionizing radiation and the 
as in the inner regions of the disc. We show that this leads to
 qualitative difference in the behaviour of the H II region, with
mportant implications for the outcome of the Pop III star formation
rocess. 
Our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the 

umerical methods used in our simulation. In Section 3 , we introduce
ur set of initial conditions and simulation settings. Results of the
imulations are given in Section 4 . After that, in Section 5 , we discuss
ur results, along with some caveats of our model and compare the
esults of our simulations with others from the recent literature. We
onclude in Section 6 . 

 N U M E R I C A L  M E T H O D S  

or our simulations, we use a version of the cosmological hydro-
ynamical code AREPO (Springel 2010 ) that incorporates several 
odules that we hav e dev eloped for modelling Pop III star formation.
hese include a detailed model of the chemistry and thermal 
hysics of primordial gas, collisionless sink particles, which we 
se to represent individual Pop III stars, and the SPRAI radiative
ransfer module ( SPRAI-I : Jaura et al. 2018 ; SPRAI-II : Jaura et al.
020 ). The latter is a no v el treatment of the effects of ionizing and
hotodissociating radiation based on the SIMPLEX algorithm (Kruip 
t al. 2010 ; Paardekooper, Kruip & Icke 2010 ). In this section, we
escribe each of these modules in more detail. 

.1 Chemistry and thermal physics 

o model the chemistry of primordial gas, we use a similar chemical
etwork to the one used by Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ). This network
s based on the one described in detail in Clark et al. ( 2011b ), but
ncludes several updates to the chemical rate coefficients, as outlined 
n Schauer et al. ( 2017b ). The only significant difference between
he chemical network used in our current study and the one adopted
n these previous studies is the inclusion of the effects of photodisso-
iating and photoionizing radiation from massive Pop III stars. We 
nclude four main processes: Lyman–Werner photodissociation of 
 2 , and photoionization of H, He, and H 2 . The first three of these

orrespond to the reactions 

 2 + γ → H + H , (1) 

 + γ → H 

+ + e −, (2) 

e + γ → He + + e −. (3) 
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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he photoionization of H 2 , in principle, should be represented by the
eaction 

 2 + γ → H 

+ 

2 + e −, (4) 

ut in the dense ionized gas that we are concerned with in this study,
e assume that all of the resulting H 

+ 

2 will rapidly be destroyed
y dissociative recombination, resulting in the production of two
ydrogen atoms. We therefore include this process using the pseudo-
eaction 

 2 + γ → H + H . (5) 

he reaction rates for these four processes are computed using the
PRAI radiation transfer module, described in Section 2.3 below. In
rinciple, we should also account for the photodetachment of H 

−

nd photodissociation of H 

+ 

2 by photons from the massive Pop III
tars. Ho we ver, in practice, we do not expect these reactions to be
mportant in the conditions simulated here, since we are primarily
nterested in the behaviour of the dense gas close to the stars, and in
his dense gas, three-body formation of H 2 dominates o v er formation
ia the H 

− or H 

+ 

2 pathways (Palla, Salpeter & Stahler 1983 ). 
As in Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ), we also make the simplifica-

ion that in gas denser than n = 10 8 cm 

−3 , the HD/H 2 ratio and
tomic D/H ratio are both simply equal to the cosmological D/H
atio, x D,tot = 2.6 × 10 −5 , enabling us to neglect the portions of
he chemical network involving deuterium. At high densities, the
eactions responsible for converting H 2 to HD (or vice versa) and for
ransferring charge from H 

+ to D and from D 

+ to H are extremely
apid, and modelling them accurately in the chemical module is
herefore computationally costly, and yet results in HD/H 2 , D/H etc.
atios that are very close to the cosmological D/H ratio. Making
his simplification therefore allows us to substantially speed up our
imulations while resulting in very little difference in the behaviour of
he gas. As a consequence of this simplification, we do not explicitly
reat the photoionization of D or photodissociation of HD in our

odel, but instead assume that both processes occur at the same
ate as for H and H 2 , respectively. Note that our simplification
ere only concerns the HD chemistry : we continue to include its
ontribution to the radiative cooling at n > 10 8 cm 

−3 and merely
se a much simpler scheme for tracking its abundance than the full
on-equilibrium treatment we adopt at lower densities. 
As well as the chemical evolution, we also solve simultaneously

or the thermal evolution of the gas due to the effects of radiative
nd chemical heating and cooling. To model radiative cooling from
 2 rotational and vibrational line emission, we use the detailed H 2 

ooling function presented in Glo v er & Abel ( 2008 ), updated as
escribed in Glo v er ( 2015 ). The effects of H 2 line opacity in dense
as are accounted for using the modified Sobolev approximation
ntroduced by Clark et al. ( 2011a ). Cooling due to collision-induced
mission (CIE) from H 2 is accounted for using an optically thin rate
rom Ripamonti & Abel ( 2004 ) and the opacity correction described
n Clark et al. ( 2011a ). For HD cooling, we use the temperature
nd density-dependent rate given in Lipovka, N ́u ̃ nez-L ́opez & Avila-
eese ( 2005 ). We also account for radiative cooling due to electronic
xcitation of H, He, and He + , the recombination of H 

+ and He + ,
ompton cooling and bremsstrahlung using the rates given in Glo v er
 Jappsen ( 2007 ). Radiative heating due to the photoionization of
, H 2 , and He and the photodissociation of H 2 is computed using

PRAI (see later). Chemical heating due to H 2 formation and chemical
ooling due to the collisional dissociation of H 2 and the collisional
onization of H and He are modelled as in Clark et al. ( 2011a ). 

Finally, we account for the fact that in gas with a significant
olecular fraction, the adiabatic index γ varies as a function of the
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
emperature and H 2 fraction. We use the HLLD 

1 Riemann solver built
nto AREPO (Pakmor, Bauer & Springel 2011 ), which supports the
se of a variable γ , and compute the variation of γ with temperature
nd chemical composition using the same approach as in Boley et al.
 2007 ). 

.2 Sink particles 

deally, when modelling the formation of Pop III stars, we would
ike to be able to follow the gravitational collapse of the gas down
o the scale of the individual stars themselves. Unfortunately, the
omputational demands of doing so are extremely high. For example,
reif et al. ( 2012 ) follow the collapse of primordial gas down to scales
f less than a solar radius, corresponding to protostellar densities.
o we ver, as a consequence, they are only able to follow the evolution
f the system for ∼10 yr. This is orders of magnitude shorter than
he time required to form even a single massive star, making this
pproach impractical for our purposes. Instead, it is necessary to use
n approach in which the collapse of the gas is not followed down to
uch small length scales. 

There are two main ways in which this can be accomplished.
ne possibility is to force the gravitational collapse of the gas to stop

arlier than it would do in reality, by modifying either the equation of
tate or the cooling function (see e.g. Vorobyov, DeSouza & Basu
013 ; Machida & Nakamura 2015 ; Hosokawa et al. 2016 ; Hirano &
romm 2017 ; Susa 2019 ). Alternatively, collapsing regions can be

emo v ed from the simulation entirely and replaced with collisionless
ink particles or sink cells (e.g. Clark et al. 2011a ; Susa et al. 2014 ;
tacy et al. 2016 ). 
In our simulations, we have chosen to use the latter approach.

ur sink particle model is described in detail elsewhere (Wollenberg
t al. 2020 ) and so here we give only a few basic details. AREPO

rid cells become eligible for conversion into sink particles if they
av e densities e xceeding a threshold density n th and are also situated
t a local minimum of the gravitational potential. In addition, the
as within a sphere of radius r sink (the accretion radius) around the
andidate cell must be gravitationally bound and collapsing. Finally,
ink formation is suppressed in cells that are already closer than r sink 

o an existing sink particle. 
Once created, sink particles can accrete gas from any cells that

re located at a distance r ≤ r sink from the sink. The gas must be
ravitationally bound to the sink and the cell must have a density
 > n th . If the cell is located within a distance of r sink from more than
ne sink particle, then the gas in the cell is only eligible for accretion
y the sink to which it is most tightly bound. If these conditions
re satisfied, then the sink accretes sufficient gas from the cell to
educe the cell density to n th (or 90 per cent of the total cell gas
ass if this is smaller). In the simulations presented in this paper,
e adopt a density threshold n th = 7 . 248 × 10 13 cm 

−3 . We carry out
imulations with three dif ferent v alues of the sink accretion radius, 2,
0, and 30 au, as summarized in Table 2 and discussed in more detail
n Section 3 . As in Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ), we do not account for
ergers between sink particles in our current study. The impact of

ncluding mergers is difficult to assess, since it depends sensitively on
he criterion used to determine whether two sinks merge, but would
ikely lead to the formation of somewhat more massive stars than
hose that form in the simulations presented here. 
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As our sinks represent individual protostars (or , later , main- 
equence stars), it is also necessary to account for the energy released
s gas accretes on to their surfaces. The contribution that this makes
o the flux of ionizing and photodissociating photons is accounted 
or using the method described in Section 2.3.1 belo w. Ho we ver,
n addition, it is also necessary to account for the heating of the
as by the accreting protostars prior to them reaching the main 
equence. This accretion luminosity is typically characterized by 
 low radiation temperature and hence does not contribute to the 
forementioned fluxes, but nevertheless is important for regulating 
he fragmentation of the gas (Smith et al. 2011 ). We treat the effects
f this accretion luminosity heating using the method described in 
etail in Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ), which itself is a slightly modified
ersion of an approach first used in Smith et al. ( 2011 ). Briefly,
e use a simple model of the early evolution of the protostars to

olve for their bolometric luminosity as a function of their mass
nd their current accretion rate. Since the ef fecti ve temperatures 
f the protostars before they join the main sequence are T eff �
0 4 K, most of the photons emitted during this phase have energies
ignificantly below the hydrogen photoionization threshold. For this 
ange of photon energies, the continuum opacity of primordial gas 
s very small at the densities encountered in our study (Mayer &
uschl 2005 ; see also the detailed calculations of continuum optical 
epths as a function of density in Clark et al. 2011a and Hirano &
oshida 2013 ). It is therefore a good approximation to take the gas
urrounding the protostars to be optically thin to their continuum 

mission. We can therefore write the flux of radiation at a distance R
rom a protostar with accretion luminosity L simply as F = L /(4 πR 

2 ).
he heating rate of the gas due to this flux then follows from 

 acc = ρκP ( ρ, T ) F , (6) 

here ρ is the gas density and κP is the Planck mean opacity of the
as at its current density and temperature, which we interpolate from
he values tabulated by Mayer & Duschl ( 2005 ). Stars with masses
 > 10 M � that are contracting to the main sequence have ef fecti ve

emperatures T eff > 10 4 K and so emit significant numbers of ionizing
nd photodissociating photons, which are treated as described in 
he next section. Ho we ver, e ven for these stars, the assumption of
ptically thin gas remains valid for photons with energies below 

1.2 eV at the densities we resolve in our current study (Mayer &
uschl 2005 ). Note that because of our sink accretion procedure, gas
ithin the accretion radius generally remains at a density close to n th ,
hereas in reality some fraction of the gas in this region would likely
e denser. It is therefore possible that some of the gas very close to
he star could actually be optically thick in the continuum, although 
erifying this would require simulations with a higher resolution 
han we can currently af ford. Ho we ver, as this gas would simply
e-radiate the majority of the radiation it receives from the protostar,
ts presence would not have a major impact on the value of � acc 

t distances r > r sink and hence would not significantly affect the
utcome of our calculations. 

.3 Modelling ionizing and photodissociating radiation with 

PRAI 

nitially, the accreting protostars formed in our simulations have 
arge radii and low effective temperatures (Stahler, Palla & Salpeter 
986 ; Omukai & Palla 2001 , 2003 ) and primarily affect their
urroundings via the accretion luminosity heating discussed in the 
re vious section. Ho we v er, once their accretion time-scale e xceeds
he Kelvin–Helmholtz time-scale, the stars contract and increase their 
f fecti ve temperature, until they join the zero-age main sequence (see
ig. 1 ). As a consequence, the star becomes a source of both ionizing
nd photodissociating photons, provided its mass is large enough. 

To manage the transport of ionizing and photodissociating radia- 
ion through the Voronoi mesh cells in our simulations and to compute
he resulting photochemical and heating rates, we use the SPRAI 

adiation transfer module, described in Jaura et al. ( 2018 , 2020 ).
PRAI is a ray-tracing method based on the SIMPLEX algorithm of
ruip et al. ( 2010 ) and Paardekooper et al. ( 2010 ), which is a variant
f the short characteristics approach. At the beginning of each full
ydrodynamical time-step 2 SPRAI calculates the number of photons 
mitted by each source in each of the tracked energy bins, using
he procedure described in Section 2.3.1 below. These photons are 
istributed equally amongst a set of directional bins associated with 
he gas cell in which the source resides. The photons are then mo v ed
tep by step on the mesh along paths that approximately follow the
irections defined by the directional bins. The effects of attenuation 
re computed for each cell that the photons pass through and the
hotons are propagated until they are completely attenuated. Finally, 
he number of photons in each energy bin absorbed in each cell during 
he time-step is used to calculate the corresponding photoionization, 
hotodissociation and photoheating rates, which are passed on to the 
hemistry module. The change in the momentum of the gas in the
ell owing to the absorption of the photons – i.e. the effect of the
adiation pressure – is also accounted for at this stage. 

A strength of SPRAI in comparison to more conventional long 
haracteristics methods (e.g. Wise & Abel 2011 ) is that every cell
an potentially act as a source cell and hence the computational
ost of the method is determined by the number of cells that are
onized and not by the number of ionizing sources. This makes it a
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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Table 1. List of energy bins and the processes for which they are responsible. 

Bin (eV) H 

dis 
2 H 

ion H 

ion 
2 He ion 

11.2–13.6 � – – –
13.6–5.2 � � – –
15.2–24.6 – � � –
24.6 + – � � � 

Figure 2. Cross-sections adopted for the different photochemical processes 
included in our chemical model. The shaded regions correspond to the 
different energy bins: from left to right, we have the 11.2 + , 13.6 + , 15.2 + , 
and 24.6 + bins, respectively. 
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ood choice for situations containing multiple sources of radiation,
s in the simulations described later in this paper. It should be noted
hat this flexibility comes at a cost: short characteristics methods are
enerally more dif fusi ve than long characteristics methods and SPRAI

s no e xception. Nev ertheless, it still pro v es capable of modelling
ffects such as shadowing with minimal leakage of radiation into
he shadowed region (see e.g. test 4 in Jaura et al. 2018 ). A more
omprehensive description of SPRAI and the results of a series of tests
f the method can be found in Jaura et al. ( 2018 , 2020 ). 

.3.1 Emission from accreting Population III stars 

he sink particles formed in our simulations are taken to represent
ndividual Pop III stars, and therefore each one act as a source of
adiation. To model the emission from each sink, we make use of
he Pop III stellar models presented in Haemmerl ́e et al. ( 2018 ).
hese models use the current mass of the star together with its mass
ccretion rate in order to compute the stellar radius R ∗ and ef fecti ve
emperature T eff of the accreting stars. The total luminosity then
ollo ws tri vially from the Stefan–Boltzmann equation 

 = 4 πσSB R 

2 
∗T 

4 
eff , (7) 

here σ SB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. The dependence of R ∗
nd T eff on the stellar mass and accretion rate is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
ach Pop III star starts its evolution on the Hayashi line, with an
f fecti ve temperature of around 5000 K and a radius R ∗ > 10 R �. It
aintains a low T eff and large R ∗ until the Kelvin–Helmholtz time

ecomes shorter than the accretion time M/ Ṁ . At this point, the star
ontracts efficiently and converges to the zero-age main sequence,
ith an ef fecti ve temperature near 10 5 K for the most massive stars.
he transition between these ‘red’ and ‘blue’ regimes occurs at larger
asses for larger accretion rates because of a shorter accretion time,

.e. larger luminosities are required for efficient contraction. 
In order to determine R ∗ and T eff for a given star, we therefore

eed to calculate the current accretion rate on to the star. To do
his, we divide the change in mass of the sink o v er the last full
ydrodynamical time-step by the size of the time-step. 3 Note that in
ll of our simulations, following the formation of sink particles, we
imit the size of this time-step to be no larger than 
 t max = 1 yr. For
ccretion rates outside of the tabulated range (10 −5 –10 −3 M � yr −1 ),
e use values of T eff and R ∗ corresponding to either the largest or the

mallest value of Ṁ within the tabulated range, as appropriate. 
Given the luminosity and effective temperature of each star, we

an then compute the number of photons per unit time that each emits
n the various photon energy bins tracked by SPRAI . As discussed in

ore detail in Jaura et al. ( 2020 ), we currently track photons in four
ins with the following energy ranges 

11 . 2 < E < 13 . 6 eV , 

13 . 6 < E < 15 . 2 eV , 

15 . 2 < E < 24 . 6 eV , 

E > 24 . 6 eV . 

 or consistenc y with Jaura et al. ( 2020 ), we will refer to these as the
1.2 + , 13.6 + , 15.2 + , and 24.6 + bins, respectively. 
Our choice of energy bins is moti v ated by the fact that the four

hotochemical processes we are interested in tracking – H 2 photodis-
ociation and the photoionization of H, H 2 , and He – have different
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 

 In practice, this approach likely o v erestimates the variability in R ∗ and T eff 

t early times compared to an approach where the accretion rate is averaged 
 v er a longer period; see e.g. the analysis of this effect in Smith et al. ( 2012 ). 

 

d  

o
s  

o  
nergy thresholds. Table 1 summarizes which bins correspond to
hich processes, and Fig. 2 shows the cross-section adopted for

ach process. The cross-sections we use for the photoionization of
, H 2 , and He are taken from Osterbrock ( 1989 ), Liu & Shemansky

 2012 ), and Verner et al. ( 1996 ), respectively. 
For H 2 photodissociation, we follow Baczynski, Glo v er & Klessen

 2015 ) and use an ef fecti v e, frequenc y-independent cross-section de-
ived by taking the ratio of the photodissociation rate to the Lyman–

erner photon flux in the optically thin limit. We discuss the
imitations of this approach in more detail in Section 2.3.2 below. 

.3.2 Treatment of Lyman–Werner radiation 

 2 photodissociation by photons in the Lyman–Werner bands of
olecular hydrogen is a two-stage process driven by line absorption,

nd is hence inherently more complicated to model than the pho-
oionization of H, H 2 , or He. Accurately modelling the absorption
f radiation in each of the individual Lyman and Werner lines would
equire an extremely high number of frequency bins and hence
s not computationally feasible in the context of our simulations.
nstead, we follow Baczynski et al. ( 2015 ) and adopt a frequency-
ndependent cross-section of σH 2 , dis = 2 . 47 × 10 −18 cm 

2 for this
rocess. Baczynski et al. ( 2015 ) derived this value by taking the
atio of the photodissociation rate computed by R ̈ollig et al. ( 2007 )
or the Draine ( 1978 ) interstellar radiation field and the photon flux
iven by Draine & Bertoldi ( 1996 ) for the same field. Although the
raine ( 1978 ) field is unlikely to be a particularly good representation
f the ultraviolet radiation field produced by massive Pop III stars,
he ratio of the photodissociation rate and photon flux varies only
eakly with changes in the spectral shape, and so our adopted value
f σH 2 , dis should still be a reasonable representation of the behaviour
e expect in the optically thin regime. 
A more significant problem is the fact that we expect σH 2 , dis to

ecrease as the H 2 column density between the gas and the source
f radiation increases, owing to the increasing ef fecti veness of H 2 

elf-shielding. This is commonly accounted for through the use
f a self-shielding function that is a function of the H 2 column
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Table 2. Summary of the initial settings of our simulations. αturb and βrot 

are ratios of the turbulent and the rotational kinetic energy to the gravitational 
energy , respectively . For each simulation, we also list the sink accretion radius 
r sink and the formation time of the first sink particle t coll . 

Name r sink (au) βrot αturb t coll (kyr) 

T2 2 0 .01 0 .25 705.135 
T10 10 0 .01 0 .25 716.665 
T30 30 0 .01 0 .25 716.665 
R2 2 0 .1 0 .001 743.686 
R10 10 0 .1 0 .001 743.687 
R30 30 0 .1 0 .001 743.687 
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ensity (see e.g. Draine & Bertoldi 1996 ; Wolcott-Green & Haiman 
011 ). Unfortunately, this approach is not viable in SPRAI , as the
yman–Werner photons entering a cell carry no information with 

hem on their source (or sources), and so it is not clear what
 2 column density should be used to compute the self-shielding 

unction. We deal with this problem simply by ignoring the self-
hielding correction and assuming that σH 2 , dis remains unaltered 
egardless of whether we are in the optically thin or optically 
hick regimes. Consequently, we underestimate the reduction of 
he H 2 photodissociation rate at moderate H 2 column densities and 
 v erestimate it at high H 2 column densities. Ho we v er, this will hav e
 significant impact on our results only in circumstances where 
e resolve the H 2 photodissociation front. We can estimate the 

equired spatial resolution by determining the resolution required 
o ensure that the H 2 column density within a single cell is less
han 10 21 cm 

−2 , since column densities of H 2 greater than this result
n almost complete absorption of all radiation within the Lyman–

erner bands (Draine & Bertoldi 1996 ). This requirement yields 
 length scale of approximately 
x ∼ 1 x −1 

H 2 
( n/ 10 8 cm 

−3 ) −1 au . In
he dense, fully molecular gas found within the protostellar accretion 
isc, this length scale is much smaller than the cell size, and so in these
egions our simplification should have little impact on our results. 
n the other hand, in the partially molecular gas abo v e and below

he disc, this length scale can become larger than the cell size, and so
ere our simplification likely leads to us somewhat o v erestimating 
he impact of the Lyman–Werner radiation. 

Finally, in addition to the absorption of Lyman–Werner photon 
y H 2 , we also account for the absorption of photons in the 11.2 +
in by the Lyman series lines of atomic hydrogen. This can become
mportant when the atomic hydrogen column density is very large 
Wolcott-Green & Haiman 2011 ; Glo v er 2017 ; Schauer et al. 2017a )
nd in dense gas acts to prevent the photodissociation front from
dvancing much beyond the ionization front (Glover 2017 ). We 
odel this process using an ef fecti ve absorption cross-section of
Lyman = 5.23 × 10 −25 cm 

2 , based on Wolcott-Green & Haiman 
 2011 ). 

 INITIAL  C O N D I T I O N S  

ollowing Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ), we start our simulations from a
implified set of initial conditions that allow us to control the initial
urbulent and rotational energy present in the gas. In a simulation 
ox of size 13 pc, we set up a Bonnor–Ebert sphere (BES) density
rofile. This has a density that is everywhere a factor of f = 1.83
arger than the density of a critical BES, a central density n c =
.83 × 10 4 cm 

−3 , a radius R = 1.87 pc, a mass M = 2671 M �, and a
niform temperature T = 200 K. 
The gas is initially in solid body rotation and also has a random

urbulent velocity component, generated as described in Wollenberg 
t al. ( 2020 ). The strength of the initial rotation and turbulence are
arametrized by 

rot = 

E rot 

| E grav | and αturb = 

E turb 

| E grav | , (8) 

here E rot is the rotational energy, E turb is the turbulent kinetic 
nergy, and E grav is the initial gravitational energy of the BES.
e carry out simulations using two different initial conditions, one 

urbulence-dominated ( β rot = 0.01, αturb = 0.25) and one rotation- 
ominated ( β rot = 0.1, αturb = 0.001). The value of β rot adopted in 
ur rotation-dominated setup is within the range of values found by 
irano et al. ( 2014 ) for Pop III star-forming clouds formed from

osmological initial conditions. Similarly, the value of αturb adopted 
n our turbulence-dominated setup – which corresponds to a turbulent 
ach number of order unity, given our choice of initial temperature
is similar to the values encountered in cosmological simulations of 
op III star formation (see e.g. Greif et al. 2011b ). 
For each set of initial conditions, we run simulations using three

if ferent v alues of the sink accretion radius, r sink = 2, 10, and 30 au.
able 2 summarizes the different combinations of parameters used 

n the simulations. 
We follow the collapse of the whole BES until the first sink particle

orms. This occurs around 700–750 kyr after the beginning of the
imulation, depending on the adopted values of αturb and β rot (see 
 able 2 ). W e temporarily halt the simulation and select a region of
ize 3.9 pc around the densest point. Subsequently, we continue to
imulate this selected region using outflow boundary conditions. We 
o this for reasons related to how SPRAI functions. As described in
ection 2.3 abo v e, photon transport in SPRAI occurs only on time-
teps on which all the AREPO grid cells are synchronized. For reasons
f accuracy, we do not want the synchronization time-step to be
normously larger than the natural hydrodynamical time-step of the 
ensest cells. Ho we ver, if we limit all the cells in our initial 13-pc
ox to a small time-step, this is computationally inefficient, as we
hen spend considerable time evolving cells far from the centre of
he simulation on time-steps that are much shorter than their natural
ydrodynamical time-step. Cutting out the central dense region and 
ontinuing the simulation with only this region mitigates this cost 
ithout significantly affecting the outcome of the simulation. 
Following the formation of the first sink particle, we run three

ariants of each simulation to help us better understand the effect of
he radiative feedback on the surrounding gas. We denote them as
ollows: 

NF – no radiation feedback 
RTP – with ionizing radiation and radiation pressure 
RTPr – as RTP, but with no absorption for r < r sink 

he first two setups are self-explanatory, but the last deserves further
omment. In setup RTPr, we modified SPRAI to disable the absorption
f photons within the accretion radius r sink around all sink particles
ith masses higher than M sink = 10 M �. Outside of r sink , the treatment
f attenuation and photochemistry stays the same as in the usual
ersion of the code. Radiation from sinks with masses M < 10 M �
s treated in the usual fashion. We discuss the moti v ation for this
nusual setup in Section 5.1 below. 

 RESULTS  

ll of our simulations sho w qualitati vely similar behaviour prior to
he onset of radiative feedback from massive ( M > 10 M �) stars. As
n many previous simulations of Pop III star formation, H 2 cooling
llows the gas to collapse quasi-isothermally o v er man y orders of
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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M

Figure 3. Spherically averaged number density as a function of the distance 
from the centre of the collapse in simulation T10 NF at various different 
output times. For reference, the first sink formed in this simulation at a time 
t coll = 716.7 kyr. Vertical lines denote the distance to the edge of the initial 
box, R box = 6.5 pc (dashed), to the edge of the cutout region R cut = 1.95 pc 
(dash–dotted), and the inner 500 au (dotted). 
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Figure 4. Density–temperature distribution at the onset of star formation in 
runs T10 NF (left-hand panel) and R10 NF (right-hand panel). 

Figure 5. Distribution of cell radii (left-hand panel) and masses (right-hand 
panel) as a function of the density in the simulation T10 NF at the final output 
time. 
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agnitude in density, resulting in the gas developing a power-law
ensity profile. Eventually, a Pop III protostar forms, surrounded by
 dense accretion disc which soon thereafter fragments, yielding a
ompact cluster of interacting protostars. Some protostars are ejected
y dynamical encounters, but those that remain close to the centre
f the gas distribution grow in mass o v er time through accretion
rom the surrounding gas reservoir. Once one or more stars reach a
ass of M star ∼ 10–20 M �, they become hot enough to start to emit

ignificant numbers of ionizing and photodissociating photons (see
ig. 1 ; the precise mass at which this occurs depends on the accretion
ate on to the star). From this point on, greater differences become
pparent between the simulations, as we explore in more detail in
he sections below. 

.1 Collapse and fragmentation of the BES 

s a representative example of the behaviour of the gas in the
imulations during the initial collapse phase and subsequent onset
f fragmentation, we show in Fig. 3 the average gas number density
s a function of the radial distance from the centre of mass in run
10 NF at several output times. The gas first develops a power-

aw density profile with a slope of approximately −2.2, similar to
he results found in previous simulations of Pop III star formation.
fter the formation of the first sink particle, which occurs at

 coll = 716.7 kyr, the whole system fragments into several high
ensity regions that rotate around their common centre of mass and
rift apart. Interactions between fragments are common, leading to
referential ejection of low-mass sink particles, which often end up
t very large distances from the centre of the simulation volume.
 look at the density–temperature distribution of the gas (Fig. 4 )
rior to the onset of star formation shows several features that are
amiliar from previous studies of Pop III star formation: a steady
emperature rise at n > 10 4 cm 

−3 , resulting from the inefficiency of
 2 cooling at densities greater than its critical density; a flattening in

he n –T relationship around n ∼ 10 9 cm 

−3 associated with the onset
f three-body H 2 formation; and a subsequent temperature increase
t high densities caused by the increasing optical depth of the H 2 

o-vibrational lines. The prominent spike in the temperature at n ∼
0 10 cm 

−3 in run T10 NF is the consequence of a shock occurring
t this density, although it should be noted that this only involves a
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
mall fraction of the gas at these densities. Features such as this are
ore apparent in the turbulence-dominated runs and less apparent

n the rotation-dominated ones, as demonstrated by the comparison
etween runs T10 NF and R10 NF in Fig. 4 . 

The top panels in Fig. 5 illustrate the resolution achieved in the
ame simulation at the final output time, t = 20 kyr after the formation
f the first sink particle. The left-hand panel in the figure shows
he size distribution of the Voronoi mesh cells, quantified by their
f fecti ve radii, r cell = (3 V /4 π ) 1/3 , where V is the cell volume. The
ight-hand panel shows the distribution of the corresponding cell
asses. Highly populated portions of the histogram correspond to

ifferent collapsing fragments. Similar resolutions are achieved in the
ther simulations. At densities characteristic of the central accretion
isc ( n > 10 11 cm 

−3 ), all of the cells have sizes below 10 au (with
ome being much smaller) and have masses M cell < 10 −3 M �. At
ensities close to our sink formation threshold ( n ∼ 10 14 cm 

−3 ), all
f the cells have radii < 1 au and masses M cell < 10 −4 M �. Note also
hat the absence of cells with r cell � 1 au and densities n > n th is a
onsequence of our sink particle algorithm: cells with radii this small
ie inside the accretion radius of a sink and so accretion on to the
ink therefore maintains their density at n ≤ n th by construction. 

In Fig. 6 , we show the positions of the sink particles in run
10 NF at a time t = 723.7 kyr, roughly 7 kyr after the formation of

he first sink. The rows from the top to bottom show face-on (left-
and panels) and edge-on (right-hand panels) column-averaged gas
umber density for boxes with sizes of 24 000, 2400, and 240 au,
espectively. All of the plots are centered on the most massive
ink particle present in the simulation, which remains close to the
ynamical centre of the gas distribution. Black crosses denote the
ositions of the individual sink particles. The disc-like morphology
f the gas distribution is plain, particularly in the lowest panel, as
re the spiral arms created by the gravitational instability of the disc.
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Figure 6. Face-on (left-hand panel) and edge-on (right-hand panel) pro- 
jections of the column-averaged gas number density in simulation T10 NF 
centered on the most massive sink particle. Panels from top to bottom show 

box projections with sizes of 24000, 2400, and 240 au, respectively. Crosses 
denote positions of the sink particles. 
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the total sink particle number (upper panels) 
and total mass accreted by sink particles (lower panel). In the lower panel, 
we also indicate the average mass infall rates for the rotation-dominated and 
turbulence-dominated simulations. 
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he sinks all form within the disc, but interactions lead to many of
he smaller sinks being ejected (see especially the upper panels). 

If we look in more quantitative detail at the properties of the sink
articles formed in the dif ferent simulations, dif ferences become 
pparent. The panels in Fig. 7 show, from top to bottom, the time
volution of the number of sink particles and the total mass accreted
y the sink particles, respectively. Note that the colour scheme and 
ine styles used in Fig. 7 are also used in later figures, to make it easy
o distinguish the different simulations. Results from the simulations 
ith high initial turbulence and low initial rotation are drawn in red

ones, while those from the simulations with high initial rotation 
nd low initial turbulence are shown in blue tones. Dots on the line
lots indicate the runs in which absorption of radiation within r sink 

s neglected. 
As in Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ), we find that the total mass accreted

y the sink particles is sensitive to the amount of rotational energy in
he initial conditions. Gas in the simulations with a higher initial β rot 

ollapses more slowly than in the runs with lower initial β rot , resulting
n a systematically smaller total accretion rate and a difference in the
otal mass accreted of roughly a factor of two by t = 20 kyr. Amongst
he runs with the same initial β rot , we find only minor variations in the
otal accreted gas mass, with no systematic trend with sink accretion 
adius or with the details of the radiative feedback. If we look at the
umber of sinks formed in each simulation, ho we ver, we find much
reater variation, and in particular a strong systematic trend as a 
unction of r sink . Runs with a smaller accretion radius form far more
ink particles than those with a larger accretion radius. Indeed, so
any sinks formed in the simulations with r sink = 2 au that it became

omputationally prohibitive to keep the runs going for more than a
ew kyr. This high sensitivity to r sink is a consequence of our sink
article algorithm, which does not allow new sinks to form within
he accretion radius of existing sinks. This restriction is necessary 
o a v oid artificial fragmentation of the gas, b ut means that we also

iss some real small-scale fragmentation. That said, it is likely that
any of the fragments forming within a few au of each other would

n reality merge (Susa 2019 ; Wollenberg et al. 2020 ) and so our
uns with higher r sink are arguably more representative of the real
ehaviour of Pop III star-forming systems. 
We continued all of the simulations with sink accretion radii of

0 or 30 au to a final time t acc = 20 kyr after the formation of the
rst sink. During this period, each simulation produced between 40 
nd 150 sink particles. In a recent study, Susa ( 2019 ) argue that
revious simulations of Pop III star formation find similar amounts 
f fragmentation if compared using a suitable scale-free time τ = 

 

4 πGρth , where ρ th is the density at which sink particles are created.
n our case, his model predicts that the simulations should form
round 10 sinks by t = 20 kyr, around an order of magnitude smaller
han the number we actually find. Our simulations therefore do not
gree with the Susa ( 2019 ) prediction. On the other hand, we do find
hat at times > 1 kyr, the number of sinks grows roughly as N sink ∝
 

0.3 , in good agreement with the scaling predicted by Susa ( 2019 ). 
We show the final mass distributions of the sinks in the different

imulations in Fig. 8 . In this figure, the rows from top to bottom
orrespond to setups T10, T30, R10, and R30, respectively. Three 
ifferent bar plots in each row show our three radiation setups NF,
TP, and RTPr, respectively. The median values (dotted lines) for 
ach distribution are also indicated in each plot. 

Looking at the mass distributions, we see that the runs with
igh initial turbulence produce a clear peak between 0.1 and 1 M �,
lthough o v erall the distribution remains much flatter than we find
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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M

Figure 8. Mass distribution of sink particles in all our simulations that ran 
until time t acc = 20 kyr. The colour scheme is the same as in Fig. 7 . Rows 
from top to bottom correspond to turbulent setups T10, T30 and rotational 
setups R10, R30, respectively. In each panel, we show the results for our 
three different radiation setups: NF, RTP, and RTPr. The vertical dotted lines 
denote the median values for each distribution. 
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4 Even though the radiation field is updated on intervals smaller than 1 yr, 
snapshots are produced only every 10 yr. 
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or the present-day stellar IMF (see e.g. Kroupa 2002 ). On the other
and, the runs with high initial rotation do not display any clear peak.
inor differences are apparent in the mass distributions reco v ered

rom simulations with different radiation setups, but the significance
f these variations is unclear as they are comparable to the run-to-run
ariations found by Wollenberg et al. ( 2020 ) for simulations differing
nly in the random realization of the initial turbulent velocity field. 
To summarize: the main quantities determining how much frag-
entation occurs in the simulations and how much mass is accreted

y sinks are the initial values of αturb and β rot and the sink accretion
adius r sink , with the latter affecting only the amount of fragmentation
nd not the total accretion rate. On the other hand, the details of the
adiativ e feedback hav e v ery little impact on either the number of
inks formed or the total mass accreted, at least on a 20 kyr time-scale.
n the next section, we explore why this is the case. 

.2 Radiation feedback around sinks 

n this section, we analyse in more detail the environment surround-
ng selected sink particles. As Fig. 8 demonstrates, most of the sinks
hat form in the simulations have masses M < 10 M � and hence do not
roduce a significant number of ionizing photons. We therefore focus
ere on the most massive sinks, which we might expect to have the
reatest impact on their surroundings. Specifically, we show results
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
or the most massive sinks in each simulation. Moreover, we show
esults only for the runs with r sink = 10 or 30 au, as the runs with
 sink = 2 au did not form any high-mass sink particles by the time we
nded the simulations. 

Fig. 9 summarizes the time evolution of several selected properties
f the sink particles and the region surrounding them. Each column
orresponds to a different simulation setup: T10, T30, R10, or R30,
ndicated in the label at the top. In every column, we plot the results
or our three different radiation setups: NF, RTP, and RTPr. 

The gas around the sink particles is often dynamically unstable
nd changes on short time-scales. When sink particles pass through
ifferent environments, orbit around their binary companions or fly
lose to other sink particles, values such as their accretion rate or
he chemical composition of the gas surrounding them can vary
apidly, making it difficult to directly compare results from different
imulations in a meaningful fashion. In practice, we have found that
t becomes much easier to compare the different simulations if we
ompare the cumulative time-weighted average values of various
roperties rather than their instantaneous values. These average
alues are computed as 

 ξ〉 = 

{ j= i ∑ 

0 

ξj 

( t j − t j−1 ) 

t i 

}N 

i= 0 

, (9) 

here N is the total number of snapshots output by the code after
he formation of the first sink particle, 4 i and j are the indices of
ndividual snapshots, t i and t j are the times of snapshots i and j
measured from the formation of the first sink particle, with t −1 ≡
), and ξj is the value of the property of interest ξ in snapshot j . The
roperties averaged in this way can be properties of the sink (e.g.
ts mass or accretion rate) or of the gas surrounding the sink. In the
atter case, we compute spatially averaged values within a sphere of
adius R = 200 au surrounding the sink particle and denote them as
 ξ〉 R . 

The first and second rows in Fig. 9 show masses M and corre-
ponding mean accretion rates 〈 Ṁ 〉 of the selected sink particles. We
ee that accretion on to the sinks is more ef fecti ve in the runs with
igh initial turbulence and low initial rotation (high αturb , low β rot )
han in those with low initial turbulence and high initial rotation (low
turb , high β rot ), in agreement with the behaviour of the total accretion

ate on to all sinks. There is also a tendency for the sinks with larger
ccretion radii to also have larger accretion rates. Furthermore, we
ee that in most cases, the sink accretion rate declines o v er time. Most
f the sinks, we examine here gain the majority of their mass within
he first 1–2 kyr of the simulation and thereafter increase their mass
nly slowly with time. This behaviour is very similar regardless of
hether or not we include the effects of radiative feedback, implying

hat it is the turbulent dynamics of the gas surrounding the sinks
hat largely determines how much gas they can accrete and not the
adiative feedback from the sinks themselves. 

The third and fourth rows show the average mass fractions
f molecular hydrogen 〈 X H 2 〉 R and ionized hydrogen 〈 X H + 〉 R in
he 200-au region surrounding each sink. The mass fraction of
tomic hydrogen is not shown, but is trivial to calculate since
 H = 1 − X H 2 − X H + . We see that in every case, the gas in the

egion surrounding each massive sink is dominated by H and H 2 ,
ith only a small amount of H 

+ present. This is to be expected in
he runs without radiative feedback, but we find essentially the same
ehaviour in the runs with radiative feedback. In other words, the
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Figure 9. Evolution of gas properties close to the most massive protostars. In each simulation, we select the most massive sink particle and compute various 
properties within a sphere of 200 au centered on it. Columns from left- to right-hand correspond to simulations T10, T30, R10, and R30. In each column, we 
compare three different radiation setups: NF, RTP, and RTPr. Rows from the top to the bottom correspond to masses M , accretion rates Ṁ , mass fractions X 

of H 2 and H 

+ and volume filling fractions f 112 and f 136 of radiation in the 11.2 + and 13.6 + energy bins, respectively. Lines in this figure represent the time 
evolution of the properties abo v e. The meaning of the different line styles and colours is the same as in Fig. 7 . 
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onizing radiation produced by the massive stars is unable to ionize 
 significant fraction of the surrounding gas. This is a key result of
ur study, but appears to be at odds with the results of many previous
tudies of ionizing feedback from Pop III stars. 

To help us understand this behaviour, we have examined the 
 verage v olume filling fraction of the photons in the 11.2 + and
3.6 + bins, 〈 f 112 〉 R and 〈 f 136 〉 R , defined as the fraction of the volume
f the 200-au sphere that contains any photons in these energy bins.
hese filling fractions are illustrated in the fourth and fifth rows of

he Fig. 9 . 5 We see straight away that in the RTP runs, almost no
onizing radiation escapes from the immediate vicinity of the stars 
nd only a small fraction of the volume is exposed to Lyman–Werner
hotons. On the other hand, in the RTPr runs, where absorption of
adiation close to the sink is disabled, Lyman–Werner photons fill a 
arge fraction of the volume of the 200-au sphere, although ionizing 
hotons are still confined to a relatively small volume. Taken together, 
hese results suggest that in our fiducial RTP runs, the H II regions
nd PDRs surrounding the massive stars are trapped in the dense 
 Although not shown here, the ionizing radiation in the higher energy bins 
ehaves in a very similar fashion to that in the 13.6 + bin. 

b  

B  

b  

m  
ccretion disc and never penetrate into the lower density gas abo v e
nd below the disc. On the other hand, in the RTPr runs, the lack of
bsorption very close to the stars allows radiation to escape from the
isc, although most of the dense gas in the disc – representing the
ajority of the mass in the 200-au sphere – remains unaffected by

his radiation. We will examine this interpretation of our results in
ore detail in the next section. 

.3 H II region trapping 

.3.1 Spatial distribution of the radiation and ionized gas 

o better understand why UV photons in the RTP simulations are
revented from escaping the accretion disc, we analyse the gas 
roperties in the immediate vicinity of some of the massive stars
ormed in the simulations. Specifically, we focus on the second and
hird most massive sink particles that form in simulation T30 RTP. As
e discuss later, the behaviour of this system is representative of the
ehaviour we see for all of the massive stars in the RTP simulations.
y the end of the simulation, these two sinks are located in a tight
inary with a separation of ∼2 au. A similar pair of sinks with similar
asses and separation is found in our T30 RTPr simulation, allowing
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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M

Figure 10. Face-on projection (top) and edge-on slices (bottom) of the gas 
number density around two selected sink particles (columns) at time t acc 

= 20 kyr. In case of the projections, we plot the column-averaged number 
density. Small black crosses mark the positions of the main and companion 
sink particles within the selected volume. 
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Figure 11. As Fig. 10 , but showing the temperature of the gas. In the case 
of the projections, this is the column-averaged value. 

Table 3. Summary of sink particle properties in the 400 by 400 au region 
analyzed in Section 4.3 . The radius r centre is measured from the location of 
the most massive sink particle in the region. Values are shown at a time t acc 

= 20 kyr after the formation of the first sink particle. 

Mass (M �) r centre (au) Simulation Age (kyr) 

67.78 0 T30 RTP 19 .78 
46.17 2 .68 T30 RTP 19 .86 
13.81 74 .54 T30 RTP 5 .25 
5.38 13 .9 T30 RTP 4 .86 

68.66 0 T30 RTPr 19 .86 
49.33 2 .25 T30 RTPr 19 .78 
36.83 41 .2 T30 RTPr 16 .93 
1.03 187 .72 T30 RTPr 0 .62 
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s to directly compare the behaviour of the gas and the radiation field
n both cases. 

In our simulations, both massive stars in the binary emit large
umbers of ionizing and photodissociating photons into their com-
on environment. In principle, it would be possible to examine the

ffects of the radiation from each star indi vidually. Ho we ver, gi ven
he small separation between the two stars, it is easier to consider
heir combined radiation field. 

In Fig. 10 , we show plots of gas number density as a face-on
rojection (top row) and edge-on slice (bottom row) of a 400 by 400-
u region centred on the most massive sink in the binary system in
imulations T30 RTP and T30 RTPr at a time t acc = 20 kyr. Fig. 11
hows similar plots of the temperature structure of the gas. In both
gures, we indicate the location of the binary sink particles using
lack crosses. For completeness, we also indicate the locations of
he other sink particles present in this region. The masses and ages
f these sinks are summarized in Table 3 , along with their distance
rom the most massive sink in the region, r centre . 

From the figures, we see immediately that the massive stars in
he T30 RTP simulation are embedded in the centre of an extended
ccretion disc with a temperature of ∼1000 K and a density which
eaks in the centre. A disc is also present in the T30 RTPr simulation,
ut with a clear difference in morphology: there is a lower density
avity close to the location of the binary which is associated with a
egion of hot ( T ∼ 10 4 K) gas that is particularly apparent abo v e the
isc mid-plane. 
In Fig. 12 , we plot mean radial profiles of various properties around

he most massive member of the binary in the simulations T30 RTP
left-hand column) and T30 RTPr (right-hand column) at time t acc 

 20 kyr. To measure these profiles, we chose a set of 300 rays and
istributed their orientations equally on a r = 100-au sphere around
he sink particle using the HEALPIX algorithm (G ́orski et al. 2005 ;
onca et al. 2019 ). We then calculated the local properties of the
as along each ray. We next divided the whole solid angle into two
egions according to the angle θ ∈ (0, 180 ◦) measured with respect
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
o the angular momentum vector of the accretion disc. We averaged
alues along rays with 80 ◦ < θ < 100 ◦ to obtain mean values as a
unction of equatorial distance r eq , and did the same for rays with
< 10 ◦ and θ > 170 ◦ to obtain mean values as a function of polar

istance r pol . Although it is a fairly crude representation of the real
D complexity of the region, this procedure nevertheless allows us
o distinguish between the dense gas in the accretion disc (which
xtends approximately 10 ◦ from the equatorial plane) and the much
ower density gas in the polar regions. We also note that although we
nly show the results for the most massive member of the binary, the
esults for profiles centred on the other member will be very similar
t radii much greater than the binary separation of 2–3 au. 

The top panels in Fig. 12 show the mean density profile in the
quatorial and polar directions in runs T30 RTP and T30 RTPr. Since
he sink particles are located in a flattened disc, it is unsurprising that
e find an anisotropic density distribution surrounding them. In the

quatorial direction, the density first falls off rapidly from a few times
0 13 cm 

−3 close to the sink to around 10 12 cm 

−3 at r eq ∼ 10 au, but
hereafter decreases only slowly with increasing equatorial distance.
n the other hand, in the polar direction, the density decrease close

o the sink is far more pronounced, with n dropping to ∼10 9 cm 

−3 

y the time that r pol = 20 au. 
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Figure 12. Mean polar r pol and equatorial r eq radial profiles around the most massive sink particle in the region studied in Section 4.3 in simulations T30 RTP 
(left-hand column) and T30 RTPr (right-hand column), calculated as described in the text. The results are shown for a time t acc = 20 kyr. We indicate the 
corresponding masses M sink of the sink particles in the top panels. Profiles in the panels from the top to bottom show gas density, temperature, photon fluxes in 
all four radiation bins ( ν11.2 + , ν13.6 + , ν15.2 + , and ν24.6 + ), recombination R H and ionization rates ( I H , I He and I H 2 ) and mass fractions of different gas species 
( X H + , X He + , and X H 2 ), respectively. The dashed grey lines indicate the accretion radius of the sink particle. 

Figure 13. Distance of the sink particles from Fig. 9 to the nearest cell with 
number density below n = 10 10 cm 

−3 . The distances are averaged in time 
according to equation ( 9 ). 
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Figure 14. Radii of the grid cells close to the most massive sink at t acc = 

20 kyr in simulations T30 RTP (left-hand panel) and T30 RTPr (right-hand 
panel). The locations of the cells are shown using a polar coordinate system 

centred on the sink and the colour-coding indicates the cell radius r cell . 
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To verify that this behaviour is not simply due to the fact that we
ave selected some special time in the simulation, we have calculated 
he distance from each of our considered sinks to the nearest gas cell
ith density n < 10 10 cm 

−3 at various output times. (We discuss this
hoice of density threshold in Section 4.3.2 below). The results are 
hown in Fig. 13 . Initially, this distance – which we can take to be a
easonable proxy for the disc thickness – is large, but after only a few
yr, it settles down to a value of ∼10 au or smaller for most of the
inks, consistent with the behaviour we have already seen in Fig. 12
or the most massive sinks. Importantly, this means that in our T10,
10, T30, and R30 runs, the sink accretion radius is comparable to
r larger than the thickness of the accretion disc near the sinks. 
We have also checked that the disc thickness that we reco v er

s not simply due to our numerical resolution, i.e. that we are not
imply finding an unresolved disc with a thickness of one or two
oronoi cells. In Fig. 14 , we show the radii of the cells close to the
ost massive sink in runs T30 RTP and T30 RTPr, plotted in polar

oordinates. In the disc and close to the sink, the cells have radii of at
ost 1–2 au, consistent with the values that we would expect given

heir densities (see Fig. 5 ). Close to the sink, the disc thickness is
round 20 au and so the disc is resolved in the vertical direction with
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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M

Figure 15. Edge-on slices of the radiation flux in the 11.2 + eV (blue) and 
13.6 + eV (red) bins around the same two sinks as Fig. 9 . 
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Figure 16. Edge-on slices of the neutral (top), ionized (middle), and 
molecular (bottom) hydrogen mass fractions around the same two sinks as 
Fig. 9 . We clipped mass fraction values in this figure into the interval (10 −10 , 
1) to gain a better contrast. 
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round 5–10 cells. Although not large, this number of cells should be
ufficient to resolve the pressure gradient in the vertical direction, and
ence we are confident that the value we reco v er for the disc thickness
s physically meaningful and not simply a numerical artefact. 

Turning to the temperature structure of the gas surrounding the
assive stars, we see that in run T30 RTP, there is clear evidence

f radiative heating close to the star, but that once we mo v e more
han a few au away, this vanishes and the temperature drops to the
alue of a few 1000 K that is characteristic of the disc even in the
bsence of radiative heating. In run T30 RTPr, on the other hand, the
emperature rises as we mo v e a way from the sink, reaching a value of
000–7000 K in the equatorial plane and ∼10 4 K in the polar regions.
The panels in the third row in Fig. 12 show that this difference in

emperature structure is the result of a clear difference in the spatial
istribution of the photon fluxes. In run T30 RTP, radiation is emitted
irectly from the sink particle location and the ionizing photon flux is
ompletely attenuated within a distance of 20 au from the sink, with
ost of the attenuation occurring within 6 the central 10 au. Therefore,

as close to the star is heated by the radiation but the majority of
he gas remains unaffected. Only the photons in the 11.2 + bin are
ble to escape from the immediate surroundings of the massive star,
nd even in that case, escape is only possible in the polar direction.
n run T30 RTPr, the behaviour of the radiation is very different. In
his run, we ef fecti vely inject the photons at the accretion radius of
he sink, and from there they can efficiently propagate through the
urrounding gas, producing substantial radiative heating. To help us
etter visualize the behaviour of the radiation field in the two runs,
e show in Fig. 15 an edge-on slice of the photon fluxes in bins
1.2 + eV (blue) and 13.6 + eV (red) in each run. We o v erlay the two
ux maps on top of each other. In both cases, there is a preferential
adiation outburst direction to wards positi ve z v alues. Ho we ver, in
un RTP, only the photons in the 11.2 + eV bin escape, while in run
TPr we see significant escape of ionizing radiation, indicative of

he formation of an H II region with a size of ∼200 au. 
In the fourth row in Fig. 12 , we plot the ionization rates of H, H 2 ,

nd He, along with an estimate of the maximum recombination rate
er hydrogen nucleus 

 H = αB ( T ) n H , (10) 

.e. the rate per H nucleus at which the gas would recombine were it to
e fully ionized. Here, αB ( T ) is the case B recombination coefficient
Baker & Menzel 1938 ). The true recombination rate is of course a
actor of ∼X 

2 
H + smaller than this, where X H + is the mass fraction of
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 

 Note that the secondary flux peak around 15 au from the centre is caused by 
he other member of the binary. 

t  

t  

a  

w  
onized hydrogen. We see that in the RTP simulation, the ionization
ates of the three species close to the source are several orders of
agnitude smaller than the maximum recombination rate, implying

hat the gas in this region should have a low fractional ionization.
ar from the source, the discrepancy is even more pronounced. In

he RTPr simulation, ho we ver, the ionization rate in the polar regions
atches the maximum recombination rate for r pol > 30 au, i.e. as

oon as we inject the ionizing photons. We would therefore expect
he gas in the polar direction to be highly ionized. 

Our expectations based on the ionization and recombination rates
re borne out when we look at the actual spatial distributions of the
onized ( X H + and X He + ) and molecular ( X H 2 ) gas (bottom row in
ig. 12 ). In simulation T30 RTP, the fractional ionization outside of

he sink accretion radius is very small and the molecular gas fraction
emains comparatively high. In simulation T30 RTPr , however ,
issociation of H 2 and photoionization are far more ef fecti ve, leading
o low H 2 mass fractions in the polar direction, coupled with a high
onized gas fraction. 

In Fig. 16 , we show image slices of different hydrogen species
round our chosen sink particles. A significant difference between
he RTP and RTPr setups is the amount of molecular hydrogen in
he accretion disc. The disc of the former is symmetric and almost
ntirely composed of H 2 . The latter disc is disrupted, especially at
he sink radius of the binary and high H 2 fractions are located only in
he densest parts of the disc, typically the spiral arms. There is also
 clear difference in the ionization state of the gas in the two runs,
ith run T30 RTPr showing evidence for a distinct H II region above
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Figure 17. Str ̈omgren radius r s as a function of the number density n for 
three different ionization sources Q̇ (coloured lines). The grey dashed line 
indicates a radius of 1 au, comparable to the size of the majority of the cells 
in the vicinity of the sink particle (see Fig. 5 ). Str ̈omgren spheres with radii 
much smaller than this value are not resolved in our simulations. 
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he disc. Comparing this figure with the temperature slice shown in 
ig. 11 and the radiation flux slice shown in Fig. 15 , we see that there

s, as we would expect, a good correlation between the region with
igh ionizing photon flux and the hot, highly ionized gas. 
Finally, while the trapping of the H II re gion pro vides a simple

xplanation for why radiative feedback has no appreciable impact on 
he accretion of mass by the sink particles in simulation T30 RTP,
he reader might reasonably ask why we also see little impact of
eedback on the accretion rate in simulation T30 RTPr (see Fig. 9 ).
he reason for this is that accretion on to the sinks takes place
rimarily through the accretion disc, and the dense gas in the disc is
ot strongly affected by the growth of the H II region and PDR even in
he simulation where they are not trapped. A similar result has been
ound in previous studies of radiative feedback from Pop III stars
see e.g. Hosokawa et al. 2016 ), which show that the way in which
eedback reduces and eventually terminates accretion is by disrupting 
he inflow of lower density gas on to the accretion disc. This occurs
nce the H II region has reached a size of ∼10 000 au, and hence
orresponds to a later evolutionary stage than simulation T30 RTPr 
as reached by the time at which we halt it. It is likely that if we
ere to continue this simulation for considerably longer, we would 

lso start to see the influence of the feedback on the accretion rate. 

.3.2 Why is the H II region trapped near the stars? 

he analysis presented in Section 4.3.1 abo v e shows that in run
30 RTP, the ionizing photons produced by the massive binary that 
e examined are unable to escape from the dense accretion disc 

urrounding the binary. Here, we examine with the aid of some 
imple quantitative models why this is the case. 

A simple starting point is the Str ̈omgren radius. A point source
f radiation emitting Q̇ ionizing photons per second embedded in 
niform density hydrogen 7 with number density n H, 0 will rapidly 
roduce an H II region with radius 

 s = 

( 

3 Q̇ 

4 παB n 
2 
H , 0 

) 1 / 3 

, (11) 

here αB is the case B recombination coefficient. The time taken 
or an H II region to reach this radius is approximately given by the
ecombination time t rec = ( n H,0 αB ) −1 , which is of the order of a
ew years or less in the dense gas close to the massive stars formed
n our simulation. Fig. 17 sho ws ho w r s e volves with density for
˙
 = 10 46 , 10 48 , and 10 50 photons s −1 . We see that even for Q̇ =

0 50 s −1 – corresponding to the number of ionizing photons emitted 
y a 120 M � star (Schaerer 2002 ) – the Str ̈omgren radius becomes
maller than an au for number densities n > 10 11 cm 

−3 , characteristic
f the gas in the accretion disc. Therefore, in the dense environment
f the disc, we expect the initial size of the H II region to be smaller
han the disc scale height. 8 

The gas in the H II region has an equilibrium temperature of
10 4 K and hence is o v erpressured compared to the surrounding

as. If the gravitational attraction of the central ionizing source 
an be neglected, it is easy to show that this elevated pressure
ill drive the hydrodynamical expansion of the H II region, leading 

o a power-law dependence of the H II region size on time in the
ase of approximately uniform gas (Spitzer 1978 ; Hosokawa & 
 The inclusion of helium changes r s by only a small amount. 
 Note that although equation ( 11 ) is formally valid only for uniform density 
as, the fact that the value it yields for r s is much smaller than the disc scale 
eight retrospectively justifies the use of a constant density approximation. 
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t
b

nutsuka 2006 ) or a so-called champagne flow in the case of a
teeply stratified density distribution (see e.g. Franco, Tenorio-Tagle 
 Bodenheimer 1990 ; Shu et al. 2002 ). Close to the star, ho we ver, its

ravitational attraction cannot be neglected and the H II region can
xpand hydrodynamically only if the sound speed of the ionized gas
xceeds the escape velocity associated with the gravitational field of 
he star (Keto 2002 ). In our example case of a massive binary, the
scape velocity of the larger of the two stars is given by 

 esc = 

(
2 GM ∗

r 

)1 / 2 

� 350 km s −1 

(
M ∗

68 M �

)1 / 2 (1 au 

r 

)1 / 2 

, 

(12) 

here r is the distance from the star and where the first term in
rackets is of order unity. This becomes equal to the ionized gas
ound speed at a radius known as the Bondi–Parker radius, given by
Keto 2007 ) 

 bp = 

2 GM ∗
c 2 s , i 

, (13) 

here c s,i is the sound speed of the ionized gas. If we take the
emperature of the ionized gas to be approximately 15 000 K (see
ig. 11 ), then for our example case of a 68 M � star, this yields we
ave r bp � 350 au, a distance considerably larger than the initial
tr ̈omgren radius. Therefore, thermal pressure is unable to expand 

he H II region significantly beyond its initial size. 
It is also straightforward to show that the inclusion of the effects of

adiation pressure does not change this basic conclusion. In the top
anel of Fig. 18 , we plot spherically averaged radial profiles of gas
ensity (blue) and enclosed gas mass (orange) around Sink Particle 
 in the simulation T30 RTP at a time of 20 kyr. In the bottom
anel of the figure, we compare the gravitational acceleration at 
arious distances from the star with the acceleration resulting from 

he absorption of ionizing photons. We compute the gravitational 
cceleration following 

 G = 

G 

r 2 

∫ r 

0 
4 πr ′ 2 ρ( r ′ )d r ′ + 

GM ∗
r 2 

, (14) 

here ρ( r ) is the spherically averaged radial density function of the
as, G is the gravitational constant, and M ∗ is the mass of the star.
o highlight the influence of the stellar gravity, we show profiles for

wo dif ferent v alues of the central stellar mass ( M ∗ = 30, 100 M �),
lus one case where the star is absent. We see that on scales smaller
han a few hundred au, the gravitational acceleration is dominated 
y the contribution from the star. 
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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Figure 18. The top panel shows spherically averaged number density (blue) 
and enclosed mass (orange) as a function of the distance from the most 
massive sink particle in the simulation T30 RTP at time 20 kyr (see Table 3 ). 
The pronounced peak in the density at ∼80 au is due to a neighbouring 
sink particle. For simplicity, we exclude the mass of this object in our 
calculation of a G . The bottom panel shows absolute values of the gravitational 
acceleration a G (solid lines), and the acceleration caused by photon ionization 
per hydrogen atom a γ (dashed line). The magenta solid line indicates the 
gravitational acceleration due to the gas alone, while the other solid lines 
denote the combined effect of the gas and a central star of the specified 
mass as illustrative examples. The two dashed lines show the corresponding 
radiative acceleration. Note that it is al w ays significantly smaller. Note also 
that the mass of the central star in our fiducial model is ∼68 M �, and so the 
corresponding values fall between the blue and purple curves. 
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The dashed lines in Fig. 18 show the mean radiative acceleration
ithin a sphere of radius r around the star, computed assuming that

ll of the ionizing photons are absorbed within this radius, and plotted
s a function of r . This is computed following 

 γ = Q̇ 

E γ

c 

1 

M ( r ) 
, (15) 

here E γ is the mean energy of the ionizing photons, and M ( r ) is the
ass enclosed within r 

 ( r ) = 

∫ r 

0 
4 πr ′ 2 ρ( r ′ )d r ′ . (16) 

 γ is the radiative acceleration that the gas would feel if the radiation
ressure force was distributed uniformly within the H II region.
trictly speaking, this is not the case: the force acting on a given
arcel of gas within the H II region depends on its recombination
ate and hence will be higher in denser gas. Ho we v er, as we e xpect
hat any ionized gas that does feel a stronger force will interact with
nd transfer momentum to the surrounding ionized gas, the mean
adiative acceleration is the best way to quantify the response of the
 II region as a whole to the radiation pressure. 
Fig. 18 shows results for two different ionizing photon production

ates, Q̇ = 10 48 . 5 , 10 49 . 3 photons per second and a mean photon en-
rgy E γ = 15 eV. These ionizing photon production rates correspond
o the values produced by stars of 30 and 100 M �, respectively,
ssuming a fixed accretion rate of Ṁ = 10 −4 M � yr −1 . As seen from
he plot, the radiative acceleration is highest when the H II region is
ery small and drops as the H II region increases in size. Ho we ver,
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
e also see that, regardless of our choice of H II region size, the
adiative acceleration exceeds the gravitational acceleration only in
he case where M ∗ = 0, i.e. when we do not account for the gravity
f the star producing the ionizing photons. In the more realistic
ase, where M ∗ > 10 M �, we see that even at 1 au, the gravitational
cceleration exceeds the radiative acceleration by more than three
rders of magnitude. We can therefore safely conclude that radiation
ressure will also be unable to drive the hydrodynamical expansion
f the H II region, which therefore remains trapped in the dense
ccretion disc. 

To summarize: The high gas density in the accretion disc surround-
ng the massive stars limits the initial size of the Str ̈omgren radius
o < 1 au. This close to the star, its gravitational attraction is stronger
han the forces acting on the gas due to thermal pressure or radiation
ressure, and so the H II region is unable to expand hydrodynamically
nd instead remains trapped in the disc. 

.4 Comparison of all sink particles 

he number of sink particles formed in our simulations is relatively
arge and so it is impractical to examine all of them in as much detail
s we have done for the example in the previous section. Instead, we
ave attempted to analyse in a more automated fashion the properties
f the gas surrounding each of the massive sink particles formed in
ur simulations. 
Fig. 19 is a correlation matrix showing the correlations between

ve important quantities that we have measured for each sink particle:
he sink mass M , the local number density n , the emission rate of
onizing photons in the 13.6 + bin ( ν13.6 + 

) and two different measures
f the size of the region affected by ionizing radiation from the
ink, r F,H + 

and r I,H + 

. The first of these measures, r F,H + 

, denotes the
argest distance from the sink at which the flux of ionizing photons is
on-zero, while the other, r I,H + 

, denotes the length of the longest
ontinuous radial ray that one can draw from the source within
as which has an ionization fraction X H + > 0 . 8. (Note that these
efinitions imply that the smallest possible value for r F,H + 

is the size
f the grid cell containing the sink particle, since that cell will al w ays
ontain some ionizing photons). All six quantities shown here were
omputed for the final output time of the simulation, t acc = 20 kyr.
or clarity, only the values for stars with masses > 10 M � are shown,
ince lower mass stars produce an insignificant amount of ionizing
adiation. Due to the gravitation interactions with their more massive
ompanions, these stars are ejected far ( > 10 4 au) from the accretion
e gions. In general, runa way stars e xist in our simulations, but the
asses are not enough to cause significant photoionization. 
We see immediately from this correlation plot that the behaviour

e analysed in detail in the previous section is common to most of
he massive stars. In our RTP runs (denoted by orange stars in the
gure), none of the stars are able to produce an H II region large
nough to escape from the immediate surroundings of the star. This
s also true in many of the RTPr runs, although in this case, the
inimum size of the H II region is set by the sink accretion radius,
 xplaining the v ertical lines of points visible at 10 and 30 au in
he panels on the left of the plot. The only stars that do succeed in
roducing H II regions with sizes > 100 au are a small number of stars
ith masses M > 30 M � in our RTPr runs (including the massive
inary system analysed previously). Here, the high ionizing fluxes of
he stars plus the suppression of attenuation within the sink accretion
adius combine to allow the stars to create bipolar H II regions that
an expand to large distances. 

The reason that most of the stars do not create sizeable H II regions
s easy to understand when we look at the density of the gas in which
hey are situated. In most cases, this is extremely high, and so the
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Figure 19. Correlation matrix showing the relationship between the sink particle mass M , emission rate of ionizing photons in the 13.6 + bin ν13.6 + , gas density 
at the sink location n and extent of the region affected by ionizing radiation. The latter is calculated in two ways: r I,H + is the size of the region where the 
fractional ionization exceeds 80 per cent and r F,H + is the size of the region where the flux of ionizing photons is greater than zero. The colour scheme adopted 
here is the same as in Fig. 7 . Stars denote results from our RTP runs, which account for attenuation within the sink accretion radius. Circles denote results from 

the RTPr runs, where attenuation within the sink accretion radius is artificially suppressed. 
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tars can only produce H II regions with sizes that are small compared
o the local scale-length of the dense gas. The only exceptions are a
mall number of stars with masses 10–20 M � that have been ejected
rom the central star-forming region and that lie at a distance of
10 4 AU from any other sink. In this case, the problem is the low

onizing fluxes produced by these stars, which do not allow them to
roduce large H II regions despite the low ambient densities. 
Finally, we can also see from the plot that for most stars, the size

f the region around the star that contains a non-zero ionizing photon
ux is generally larger than the size of the highly ionized H II region.
his is expected behaviour and is a consequence of our finite grid

esolution: as previously noted, the minimum size of the region with 
on-zero flux is one grid cell, and grid cells located just outside of
he ionization front will typically also have very small but formally 
on-zero flux es. Nev ertheless, it is clear that ev en if we use this more
onserv ati ve definition of the region affected by each massive star,
he size of these regions is still very small, with the largest barely
xceeding 100 au. 

In conclusion, our analysis shows that the massive stars formed 
n our RTP simulations cannot produce and maintain H II regions 
r  
ith sizes larger than a grid cell, and that this is a general feature
f the simulation and not a specific peculiarity of the binary system
xamined in detail in Section 4.3 . Sizeable H II regions are only
roduced if we artificially suppress the attenuation of ionizing 
adiation close to the stars, as in our RTPr simulations. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 Comparison with previous work 

.1.1 Simulations of Pop III star formation 

imulations of Pop III star formation that have sufficient resolution 
o follow the build up of the protostellar accretion disc and that also
ccount for the impact of the ionizing photons produced by the stars
hat form are highly computationally e xpensiv e. F or this reason, only
 handful of such studies have been carried out. In Table 4 , we sum-
arize the key details from a representative sample of these studies.
These previous studies have generally found that far-ultraviolet 

adiation readily escapes from the vicinity of the disc, creating a
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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Table 4. List of previous high-resolution simulations of radiative feedback from Pop III stars. The parameter r sink is the size of 
the sink cell or the accretion radius of the sink particle used to represent each star in each simulation and n max is the density at 
which these are created. Unless otherwise noted, all studies were carried out in 3D and tracked both ionizing and LW photons. 

Study r sink (au) n max (cm 

−3 ) Photons inserted Method 
at sink boundary 

Hosokawa et al. ( 2011 ) 12 10 12 Yes 2D nested grid 
Stacy et al. ( 2012 ) 50 10 12 Yes SPH 

Susa ( 2013 ) 30 3 × 10 13 Yes SPH 

Susa et al. ( 2014 ) 30 3 × 10 13 Yes SPH 

Stacy et al. ( 2016 ) 1 10 16 No, but see text SPH 

Hosokawa et al. ( 2016 ) 30 10 13 − 10 14 Yes 3D spherical grid 
Sugimura et al. ( 2020 ) 64 2 × 10 11 No AMR 

This paper 10, 30 7.2 × 10 13 No Moving mesh 
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arge photodissociation region (PDR) in the polar directions. In most
ases, ionizing radiation also easily escapes and drives the expansion
f a bipolar H II re gion abo v e and below the disc. 9 The effect of
he PDR (and the H II region, if present) is to slo w do wn the infall
f fresh gas on to the protostellar accretion disc. At a somewhat
ater time, the disc itself is photoe v aporated. This behaviour stands
n sharp contrast to our finding that the ionizing radiation and most
f the Lyman–Werner band radiation remains trapped in the dense
ccretion disc close to the star, never reaching the lower density
urrounding gas. 

Why is the result we obtain so different from those obtained by
hese previous studies? As in our own study, these simulations made
se of sink cells or sink particles to represent massive Pop III stars.
o we ver, a common feature of the majority of these simulations is

hat they injected ionizing radiation into the simulation at the edge
f the region represented by the sink: at the sink cell boundary in
he case of the grid codes, or at the accretion radius in the case of

ost of the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations. In
ther words, their treatment of UV radiation was very similar to that
n our RTPr models. Ho we ver, as we have already seen, simulations
n which the photons are injected at the edge of the sink accretion
adius produce qualitatively different results from those in which the
hotons are injected at the actual location of the massive star (our
TP models). In most of these studies and in our own RTPr models,

he size of the sink is larger than the scale height of the protostellar
isc in the vicinity of the star, and so by injecting radiation at the
dge of the sink, one artificially bypasses the dense gas in the disc,
llowing the H II region to expand into the lower density gas above
nd below the disc. Importantly, this can allow the ionizing radiation
o reach gas which has a density low enough that the Str ̈omgren radius
 xceeds the Bondi–P arker radius, with the result that the ionized gas
an easily escape from the gravitational influence of the central star,
llowing the H II region to expand to large distances. On the other
and, if the radiation is injected into the simulation at the actual
ocation it is produced, the H II region it creates is trapped and never
scapes into this lower density gas. 

As far as we are aware, only two previous 3D studies of ionizing
eedback from Pop III stars have considered the case where ionizing
adiation is injected into the simulation at or very close to the massive
tar: Stacy et al. ( 2016 ) and Sugimura et al. ( 2020 ). In Stacy et al.
 2016 ), the propagation of ionizing radiation from the most massive
op III star formed in their simulation is modelled by interpolating
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 

 The simulations presented by Susa ( 2013 ) and Susa et al. ( 2014 ) are an 
xception here: In these simulations, the H II region does not manage to break 
ut of the disc during the period studied. 

A  

m  

e  

a  

c  

f  
he density, temperature, and ionization fraction from their SPH
article distribution to a logarithmically spaced spherical grid and
hen tracing rays on this grid. The size of the central grid cell was
et to 1 au, meaning that in principle this approach should be able
o correctly capture the initial stages of the interaction between the
 II region and the disc. Ho we v er, Stac y et al. ( 2016 ) note that the

esolution of their SPH simulation is too low to allow this. They
herefore assume that the earliest stages of the expansion of the
 II region are well-described by the self-similar champagne flow

olution of Shu et al. ( 2002 ), switching to a self-consistent calculation
f the H II region growth only once the radius of the H II region
xceeds 200 au. The problem with this approach is that the Shu et al.
 2002 ) solution only accounts for the self-gravity of the ionized gas
nd not for the gravitational attraction of the massive star. As we have
lready seen, this is not a good approximation on scales smaller than
100 au and hence the Shu et al. ( 2002 ) solution does not correctly

escribe the dynamics of the ionized gas on these scales. 
In Sugimura et al. ( 2020 ), ionizing radiation is traced along rays

tarting at r sink , but an effort is made to account for the effects of
bsorption within r sink . For each direction that is traced with a ray,
ugimura et al. ( 2020 ) calculate the size of the initial Str ̈omgren
adius, r s,init using the density just outside of r sink in that direction as a
roxy for the density inside of r sink . In directions where r s,init < r sink ,
o ionizing photons are injected, while in directions with r s,init >

 sink , photons are injected at the sink radius with no attenuation
K. Sugimura, pri v ate communication). This scheme does a better
ob of capturing the interaction between the ionizing radiation and
he dense accretion disc than in previous studies. However, the large
alue used for the sink accretion radius ( r sink = 64 au) means that in
he polar directions, the density used to compute r s,init is the density
f the gas some considerable distance abo v e the accretion disc. As
his is much lower than the density of the gas in the disc, Sugimura
t al. ( 2020 ) find that r s,init > r sink in those directions, which would
ot be the case if the density used to calculate r s,init was instead the
haracteristic density close to the centre of the accretion disc, as in
ur RTP runs. We therefore expect that if Sugimura et al. were to
epeat their calculation using a much smaller value for r sink , they
ould reco v er results v ery similar to those in our simulations. 

.1.2 Simulations of present-day star formation 

lthough the possibility that H II regions will be trapped around
assive Pop III stars has attracted little previous attention (with the

xception of the early 1D study by Omukai & Inutsuka 2002 and
 brief discussion in Susa et al. 2014 ), it has been understood for a
onsiderable time that the same phenomenon may occur during the
ormation of present-day massive stars. Mestel ( 1954 ) was the first to
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oint out that if accretion on to a massive star were sufficiently rapid,
he H II region produced by the star would be unable to escape from
ts immediate vicinity, despite the ele v ated pressure of the ionized gas
ompared to the surrounding neutral gas, and a number of more recent
nalytical studies have come to very similar conclusions (Walmsley 
995 ; Keto 2002 , 2003 ; Krumholz 2018 ). This topic has also been
tudied numerically by Sartorio et al. ( 2019 ), who confirm that in
ome circumstances the H II region can be completely trapped by the
urrounding accretion disc. On the other hand, H II region trapping is
ot observed in the recent high-resolution simulations of Kuiper & 

osokawa ( 2018 ) because the bipolar outflow driven by the central
ource clears away enough gas in the polar directions to allow the
 II region to escape. 

.2 The importance of high resolution 

ur analysis of H II region trapping in Section 4.3 allows us to
ddress an important technical question: what numerical resolution 
s required in simulations of Pop III star formation in order to have
 chance of observing this phenomenon? An obvious starting point 
s the Bondi–Parker radius (equation 13 ). If this is not resolved, then
rapping of the H II region becomes impossible, since the thermal 
ressure of the gas within it will al w ays exceed the gravitational
ttraction of the ionizing source, meaning that the H II region will
l w ays expand. 

An additional condition comes from the requirement that we 
esolve the structure of the gas up to the density at which the local
alue of the Str ̈omgren radius becomes equal to the Bondi–Parker 
adius, i.e. r s = r bp . The rele v ant density depends on the stellar mass,
he ionizing photon flux, and the temperature of the ionized gas, 
ut for reasonable choices for these parameters is typically around 
 ∼ 10 8 cm 

−3 . In practice, this will often be the more restrictive
equirement, since, as we have already seen, the gas density drops
ff rapidly abo v e and below the protostellar accretion disc, reaching
 ∼ 10 8 cm 

−3 after a few tens of au. In simulations with minimum
ell sizes worse than this, the limited spatial resolution will prevent 
he H II region from becoming trapped, regardless of whether or not
t should do so in reality. 

.3 Caveats 

aken at face value, our results suggest that the H II regions produced
y massive Pop III stars will generally be trapped in close proximity
o the stars, owing to the high gas densities surrounding them and
he inability of the ionizing radiation to clear this dense gas away. If
rue, this would imply that photoionization feedback is not ef fecti ve
t shutting off accretion on to massive Pop III stars, a result that would
ave important implications for predictions of the Pop III IMF. 
Ho we ver, there are several reasons why one should treat this result

ith caution. First, although our simulations achieve sub-au scale 
esolution of the gas flows in the vicinity of each massive Pop III star,
hey do not achieve the same spatial resolution for the gravitational 
orce e x erted on the gas by the stars. F or reasons of computational
fficiency, the gravitational force from each sink particle in the 
imulation is softened on a scale r acc, soft = r sink /6. Therefore, gas
hat is separated from the sink by less than r sink, soft feels a weaker
ravitational attraction to it than it would in reality. It is plausible that
his leads to the accretion disc in the immediate vicinity of the star
eing thicker in our simulations than it would be in reality, thereby
resenting more of an obstacle to the escape of the H II region.
omparison of the results from our simulations with r sink = 10 au
nd r sink = 30 au does not show any evidence that this is the case (see
ppendix A ). Ho we ver, a complete assessment of the extent to which
he softening of the sink gravity affects the structure of the disc near
he star and the interaction between the H II region and the disc will
ltimately require simulations with much smaller values for r sink, soft 

han those adopted here. Unfortunately, although such simulations 
re feasible when pursued for short periods – see e.g. our own T2 and
2 runs – their extremely high computational cost means that is it
ot currently possible to run them for long enough to form any stars
assive enough to produce significant numbers of ionizing photons. 
Secondly, our simulations are missing two important physical 

rocesses that may help to clear gas away from the massive stars,
hereby aiding the escape of the H II region from the disc. The first of
hese is the magnetic field. Prior work has shown that even if one starts
ith a very weak seed magnetic field in a minihalo, produced e.g. by

he Biermann battery (Biermann 1950 ), then the turbulent dynamo 
ill quickly amplify the field to a strength at which it may become
ynamically important (Kulsrud et al. 1997 ; Schober et al. 2012b ;
iao, Turk & Schive 2021 ; Sharda et al. 2021 ). If this dynamo-
mplified field is then wound up further in the rotating accretion
isc, it may start to drive a bipolar outflow capable of removing at
east some of the dense gas from the vicinity of the star (Tan &
lackman 2004 ; Latif & Schleicher 2016 ). MHD simulations of Pop

II star formation carried out by Machida et al. ( 2006 , 2008 ) find
hat a bipolar outflow is al w ays launched provided that the initial

agnetic energy of the collapsing gas exceeds its initial rotational 
nergy. Ho we ver, these studies were carried out assuming an initially
niform magnetic field, oriented in the same direction as the angular
omentum vector of the gas, and it remains to be seen whether the

trongly tangled magnetic field produced by the turbulent dynamo is 
qually ef fecti ve at dri ving an outflo w. 

The other important physical process missing from our current 
tudy is radiation pressure due to Lyman- α photon scattering. Owing 
o the very high optical depth of the accretion disc, Lyman- α photons
hat are produced by the massive star or by recombination in the
 II region will scatter many times before escaping. The radiation
ressure that the y e x ert on the gas is therefore enhanced by a factor
f N scat , the mean number of scatterings that a Lyman- α photon
ndergoes before it escapes (Bithell 1990 ; Oh & Haiman 2002 ). In
he limit of high optical depth, this is given by N scat ∼ 15( τ 0 /10 5.5 ) 1/3 ,
here τ 0 is the optical depth of the Lyman- α line at line centre

Adams 1972 , 1975 ; Milosavljevi ́c et al. 2009 ). If we assume that
yman- α scattering within the H II region itself is unimportant (Stacy
t al. 2016 ), then the dominant contribution to τ 0 comes from the
hell of atomic hydrogen surrounding the H II region. This is not
esolved in our simulations, but a plausible upper limit on its column
ensity is N H ∼ 10 25 cm 

−2 , as much thicker shells are highly opaque
o Lyman–Werner photons and hence are unlikely to remain fully 
tomic (Glo v er 2017 ). The Lyman- α optical depth can be written in
erms of N H as τ 0 = σ 0 N H , where σ0 = 5 . 9 × 10 −14 T 

−1 / 2 
4 cm 

2 , with
 4 = T /10 4 K (Milosavljevi ́c et al. 2009 ). Therefore, for an atomic
ydrogen column density of 10 25 cm 

−2 , we have τ 0 ∼ 2 × 10 12 , and
ence N scat ∼ 2700. If we account for the fact that only two-thirds of
ecombinations produce a Lyman- α photon (Osterbrock & Ferland 
006 ) and that the energy of these photons is smaller than the mean
nergy of the ionizing photons, then the end result is that the Lyman-
radiation pressure could plausibly be as much as a thousand times

arger than the radiation pressure due to the ionizing photons. Such a
ubstantial enhancement in the radiation pressure force would bring 
t close in value to the gravitational attraction of the star (see Fig. 18 ).
his may make it sufficiently strong to o v ercome the trapping of the
 II region in the disc, as suggested by McKee & Tan ( 2008 ), but

stablishing whether or not this actually occurs will require a far
MNRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
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ore careful treatment of the interaction between the radiation field,
he gas, and the gravitational potential than can be provided by this
imple estimate. 

In view of these caveats, it is clear that we cannot safely conclude
hat the H II regions produced by massive Pop III stars will necessarily
emain trapped close to these stars, and we do not argue that this is
he case. Rather, our simulations starkly highlight two important
acts. First, we do not currently understand how the early evolution
f the H II regions produced by massive Pop III stars proceeds .
o the regions escape from the dense protostellar accretion disc
ecause the disc becomes very thin close to the star, or because
agnetically driven outflows and/or radiation pressure clear away

he gas, leaving a path free for the radiation to escape? How quickly
oes this occur? Does it, indeed, occur at all, or do the H II regions
nstead remain trapped for an extended period? Answering these
uestions will require simulations with higher resolution and a
maller sink accretion radius than those we present here, and that
oreo v er treat the effects of the magnetic field and the scattering of
yman- α photons. Carrying out such simulations for a long enough
eriod to allow at least a few massive stars to form – typically,
f the order of 10 4 yr, given typical Pop III accretion rates – is
n extremely demanding computational challenge but is vital for
aking further progress on this topic. Secondly, our results show

hat current simulations do not correctly model H II region breakout .
he typical numerical approach used to inject radiation in simulations
f feedback from massive Pop III stars places it in regions that lie
utside of the dense accretion disc in the polar directions, i.e. it
mplicitly assumes that break-out of the H II region from the disc
as already occurred. Our results show that making this assumption
eads to qualitatively different behaviour from that which occurs if we
nject radiation at the actual locations of the massive stars, suggesting
hat this approach should only be used with extreme caution. 

Finally, it is also interesting to compare our results to simulations
f the formation of supermassive stars (SMSs) in H 2 -free haloes.
hese models typically also find that the H II regions produced by the
MSs are trapped close to the stars and provide little impediment to
ngoing accretion (Regan et al. 2020 ; Sakurai, Haiman & Inayoshi
020 ). 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this paper, we have presented results from a set of high resolution
imulations of the formation of massive Pop III stars. Starting with
dealized initial conditions – a supercritical BES with a velocity field
omprised of a rotational component and a turbulent component –
e followed the gravitational collapse of the gas and the formation

nd fragmentation of a dense, flattened accretion disc. We used sink
articles to represent stars forming in this disc and followed the
volution of the system for a period of 20 kyr after the formation
f the first protostar. The simulation was repeated several times
ith different combinations of turbulent and rotational energy and
if ferent v alues for the sink accretion radius. For each combination
f the initial settings, we ran one simulation without radiative
eedback and two with radiative feedback: a fiducial model in which
he attenuation of radiation on scales less than the sink accretion
adius was properly accounted for and a variant model in which this
ttenuation was artificially suppressed. The latter model was included
n our study as it better represents the approach used in a number of
revious studies of Pop III star formation. The main results of our
imulations can be summarized as follows: 

(i) In our fiducial model, the ionizing photons produced by the
assive Pop III stars are absorbed in the dense gas immediately
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
urrounding the stars. The H II regions produced by these stars are
ery small ( < 1 au) and are trapped within the dense gas. This occurs
espite the pressure gradient that exists between the ionized and the
eutral gas because the pressure of the ionized gas is o v erwhelmed
y the gravitational attraction of the star itself. Accounting for the
adiation pressure of the ionizing photons does not change this
onclusion. 

(ii) Lyman–Werner photons produced by the massive stars can
scape from the dense gas if the atomic hydrogen column density is
ow enough, but have little impact on the gas dynamics. 

(iii) Because of the trapping of the H II region, the inclusion of
adiative feedback has no significant impact on either the number or
he total mass of protostars formed. 

(iv) Artificially suppressing attenuation within the sink accretion
adius allows ionizing radiation to escape from the dense accretion
isc surrounding the star, resulting in the growth of a bipolar H II

egion. This occurs because the size of the sink accretion radius or
ink cell used in most calculations is larger than the local scale height
f the disc. 

Our results clearly demonstrate that the interaction between the
onizing radiation produced by massive Pop III stars and their birth
nvironment is highly sensitive to the details of how the radiation
s injected into the simulation. Injecting the radiation at too large
 distance from the actual location of the star (as in our variant
odel) allows it to a v oid the dense gas near the star and hence

rtificially prevents H II region trapping from occurring. Whether
 II region trapping occurs in reality remains unclear. Confirming

his will require simulations that have even better resolution of the
ravitational potential near the massive stars (to ensure they recover
he correct disc scale height) and that account for the effects of mag-
etic fields and Lyman- α radiation pressure. Until such simulations
ecome possible, the question of how the H II regions produced by
op III stars evolve at early times will remain unresolved. 
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PPENDIX  A :  ASSESSING  T H E  INFLUENCE  O F
H E  G R AV I TAT I O NA L  SOFTENING  O N  T H E  

ISC  STRUCTURE  

o assess the extent to which the softening of the sink gravity might
ffect the density structure of the gas close to the sink accretion
adius, we have compared the density structure around the first sink
NRAS 512, 116–136 (2022) 
igure A1. Face-on projection (top) and edge-on slices (bottom) of the gas
umber density around the first sink to form in simulations T30 RTP (left-
and panels) and T10 RTP (right-hand panels) at a time t = 10.4 yr after the
ormation of the sink. In the case of the projections, we plot the column-
veraged number density. The position of the sink is marked with a small
lack cross and the sink accretion radius is indicated with a black circle. We
ee from the plot that although the gravitational softening length adopted for
he sink particle differs by a factor of three between the two runs, this does
ot significantly affect the distribution of the gas close to the sink. 

o form in the T10 RTP and and T30 RTP simulation. Prior to sink
ormation, the evolution of these simulations is identical, meaning
hat the first sink forms at the same location in both runs, allowing
or a meaningful comparison between them. In Fig. A1 , we show
ace-on and edge-on views of the density structure around the sinks
t a time t = 10.4 yr after sink formation. 10 If the gravitational
oftening were to have a significant effect on the density structure
lose to the accretion radius, then we should see clear differences
etween the structure on scales of 10–30 au in the two simulations,
ince these scales are outside of the accretion radius in run T10 RTP
ut within it in run T30 RTP. In practice, we see that there is
ery little difference between the two runs on these scales at this
arly time, suggesting that the gravitational softening does not
ignificantly affect the structure on these scales. We cannot rule out
he softening having a greater effect on smaller scales ( r � 10 au),
s here the structure of the gas will also be strongly affected by
ccretion on to the sink particle. In addition, we note that we cannot
arry out a similar comparison for the sinks forming at later times
n the simulations, as the later evolution of the accretion disc is
on-linear and does not proceed in exactly the same fashion in both
imulations, preventing an simple 1:1 comparison. 

0 Note that although this time is early in the evolution of the system, it
evertheless corresponds to approximately two dynamical times at the sink
reation density, and so the gas will have had plenty of time to respond to the
resence of the sink. 
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